We congratulate the authors for this thought-provoking lesson for forecasters. In the space available we focus on discussing the possibility of using summary measures based on Murphy diagrams for suggesting 'optimal' ways of combining forecasts. In principle one would expect that in many settings of applied interest the performance of competing forecasters would be more like the inflation example in Section 4.1, where the SPF dominates for some values of ⇥ = {x 11 , x 12 , y 1 , . . . , x n1 , x n2 , y n } but not on others. Typically in cases where there is no clear cut forecast dominance, one could wonder how does the Murphy diagram of forecast combinations compares. For example, how does the Murphy diagram of the average of both forecasts, x i3 = x i1 /2 + x i2 /2, compares with the SPF (x i1 ) and Michigan (x i2 ) forecasts? As can be seen in Fig. 1 (a) , the average of forecasts performs better on some values on some regions of ⇥ but not on others. One could ask: "Is there any other convex combination performing 'better' ? How to define 'better' in terms of the Murphy diagram?" To approach these questions consider the forecast combination x i3 (w) = wx i1 + (1 w)x i2 , andextending ideas from Section 3.3-define the area under the Murphy diagram and the maximum of the Murphy diagram respectively as
where ✓ and ✓ + respectively denote the min and max of {x 11 , x 12 , x 13 , y 1 , . . . , x n1 , x n2 , x n3 , y n }, and s 3 (✓, w) = n 
